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In Illness as Metaphor Susan Sontag wrote, “Cancer is a rare and still scandalous subject for poetry; and it seems 
unimaginable to aestheticize the disease.” Michael Hersch confronted that dilemma in his monodrama On the 
Threshold of Winter (2012) setting texts by the Romanian poet Marin Sorescu, who died from cancer in 1996. 
Hersch addressed the topic again in I hope we get a chance to visit soon, conceived as a companion piece, that 
reflects upon the loss of a close friend, Mary Harris O’Reilly (1964-2009) to ovarian cancer. If Sorescu’s verse 
hovered “between reality and a fantastical, nightmarish place,” Hersch has written, the directness of the text in I 
hope we get a chance to visit soon “allows little room for escapism.” The principal texts of the work are drawn from 
O’Reilly’s correspondence with Hersch (Soprano I) as well as fragments of poetry (Soprano II) by Rebecca Elson 
(1960-1999) who likewise succumbed to cancer. Whereas O’Reilly’s letters have the unembellished immediacy 
of confidences with a trusted friend, Elson’s verse approaches cancer through imagery and metaphors. And yet, 
notes Hersch, “Elson’s poetry seems to articulate in direct terms what much of O’Reilly’s thoughts refuse to openly 
acknowledge.” This tension differentiates the two soloists, who are often heard separately, in alternation, or in 
counterpoint, but only toward the end more directly in tandem as if O’Reilly and Elson, in moments of extremity, 
are intersecting unawares. Over the course of sixteen discrete movements, their words, variously spoken, intoned, 
whispered, or sung, sometimes impassively and in mid register, sometimes with searing intensity in the highest 
reaches, trace the same story, an experiential arc that moves from the terror of diagnosis to the harsh indignities 
of treatment, and the inevitability of death.

As a prelude to these texts Hersch introduces a third source, poetry by Christopher Middleton (1926-2015), 
someone with whom Hersch often worked. This first and longest section is a work in its own right – a fascinating 
adaptation and elaboration of an earlier piece for voice, violin, and cello, …das Rückgrat berstend (2017), in 
which Hersch set fragments of Middleton’s verse in German translation. Here, spoken in English and German, 
the succession of images – from agitation (“rushing,” “onhurled”/”rasen,” “vorangeschleudert”) to violence 
(“exploding,” “tear off”/ “berstend,” “abreissen”) and on toward oblivion (“absence,” “abyss”/“Verlassenheit,” 
“Abgrund”) – anticipates both the trajectory of the experiences of O’Reilly and Elson, as well as the differentiation 
between the soloists in the visceral immediacy of English and the subtle remove of German translation. Together, 
in rhythmic declamation, sometimes closely linked, at others slightly out of synch, they navigate their way 
through and around an instrumental landscape that is distinctly sculptural, physical: jagged objects, glaring 
light, immovable clusters that loom up and recede. In dramatic terms, this preliminary movement is akin to the 
allegorical prologue to a mystery play or a baroque opera.

The following 15 sections are approached differently, less “composed,” largely because the disparate narrative 

I hope we get a chance to visit soon
Now my songs of sorrow hear, 
Since from thee my griefs do grow 
Whom alive I prized so dear: 
The more my joy, the more my woe.

John Coprario
Funeral Teares (1606)

Von allem, was geschieht, ist eines nur, 
wovor der Götter Lächeln nicht besteht: der Abschied. 
(Of all the things that can happen, only one fails to make the 
Gods smile: saying farewell.)

Petr Kien
Der Kaiser von Atlantis (1944)



and poetic texts are more open-ended: a succession of tableaux, each grappling anew with the incomprehensible. 
Rhythmic speech and flatly intoned recitative, often unaccompanied, also tend to disrupt the musical flow. 
Moreover, each of the sections, the first few quite short, then increasing in length, is quite individual in scoring and 
musical character (though occasional text repetitions are accompanied by varied musical recall), veering from 
soft, meticulously notated micro-tonal inflections to bold gestures and drastic effects.

Hersch’s approach to this material feels more ambiguous. In selecting and arranging his texts he has, of course, 
shaped a narrative. On the other hand, he has described the work as an elegy, a work of lamentation and 
remembrance. If this is a deeply personal work, intensified by the fact that he himself is a cancer survivor, it is also 
a work in which he takes his distance, as if still grappling with the “grinding feeling of unresolvedness” that has 
haunted him since O’Reilly’s death. It is the empathy of the observer, helpless to intervene. We learn nothing of his 
side of the correspondence, but his music provides a seismographic response to shifting psychic states without 
presuming to offer concrete illustration. In general, the instruments punctuate rather than accompany the two 
soloists, but there are a number of extended instrumental passages, at the outset or conclusion of individual 
sections, or in interludes that suggest more generalized evocations of fear, slashing outbursts of panic, anguish, 
and pain, hushed wrenching sonorities of wan hope, stoic resolve, and the dull weight of resignation. The third 
and shortest section is in fact wholly instrumental, an explosion of terror following the matter-of-fact spoken 
revelation of O’Reilly’s diagnosis. Yet for all its expressive urgency, this is music of restraint. Hersch’s meticulous 
performance instructions warn against excessive vibrato, place stress on rhythmic precision, and insist on a 
measured pace and on giving rests their full value. The singers, in turn, are urged to speak simply, naturally, and 
with “sober deliberateness.” The result is a work that is at once unsparing and profoundly compassionate. And it 
is in its emotional reserve that its compassion is most moving.

It is a curious quality of this music that its violent eruptions and knotted dissonances serve to heighten our 
awareness of individual gestures such as the sudden appearance of a consonant interval, a single note in the 
clarinet, an insistent interjection by the saxophone, or the jangle of plucked or brushed piano strings. Most 
striking is a haunting piano solo that first appears at the outset of movement six and has an independent identity 
quite unlike anything else in the piece: calm, introspective, and strangely consoling, but a thing apart, something 
ancient, or, more specifically, out of time. It has the feel of a late Renaissance Déploration, a musical world that 
seems to lurk beneath the surface in other works by Hersch, as well. It is an episode of detached serenity amid 
savage interjections. There are subtle allusions to this passage – a pitch, a sonority – in various sections, but its 
full return in section 12, first in the piano, then in the winds, marks a dramatic turning point. The voices – speaking 
– appear only at the end of this section: Soprano I, almost guttural, inhuman, “…it’s dark, cold and snowy outside”; 
Soprano II, in a whisper, “Sometimes as an antidote/To fear of death,/I eat the stars …”

It is the beginning of a slow descent. In section 13 the pace is deliberate, and the texts speak bluntly of the ravaging 
effects of the disease. “Far from revealing anything spiritual,” Sontag has written, cancer “reveals that the body 
is, all too woefully, just the body.” Notable at this point is the increasing frequency of overlap in the vocal lines as 
they move together toward stasis. In the following movement (tr 14), the longest in the main body of the piece, 
the voices progress from monotone and speaking toward the last great vocal (and instrumental) paroxysm before 
sinking back into a monotone. Section 15 contains striking moments of luminous vocal concord, an arresting minor 
third on C# and E, a hovering, enigmatic refrain. I hope we get a chance to visit soon concludes as it began, with 
unaccompanied speech, energies now spent. Just before the end, over gently sustained sonorities:

“…it’s kind of hard not to be frightened …” “Boiling with light, 
Towards the sharp 
night ...”

—Christopher Hailey



I

Soprano I

We are rushing toward some constellation …
Onhurled by bricks and poisons,
claws to grope and probe gardens

that contain a rose or two,
with any luck …

From an open grate in an angle of the wall ...
Dry vine leaves
and a few dead flies on fire …

… the spine exploding like a tower in air.

Emptiness …
fill it with, I don’t know,
Something, not with toys, not with mythologies,
fill it … with solid villages, or seas …

Fill the emptiness or it will tear off heads …

… the heads, howl and tumble, torn off … 
Not much to hold on to …

What is there to catch but absence …

The tentative figures will not bind up the wound.
They are part of the great heave, over and over inflicting it 
The splitting of this mind at that moment when flesh took …

The abyss, 
Unaccountable.

Soprano II

Wir rasen auf irgendein Gestirn zu …
Vorangeschleudert von Stein und Giftgasen,
Pranken, um Gärten zu durchstöbern 

und durchsuchen,
Ob noch eine Rose wüchse, vielleicht zwei, 

mit etwas Glück …

Von einem offenen Gitter in einem Winkel
der Mauer …

Verwelkte Rankenblätter
Und ein paar tote Fliegen am Verbrennen …

… das Rückgrat berstend wie ein Turm in der Luft.

Leere …
Füll sie mit, ich weiss nicht, 
Irgendetwas, nicht mit Kindereien,

nicht mit Mythologien,
Füll sie … mit festen Städten, oder Ozeanen …

Füll die Leere, oder sie wird Köpfe abreissen …

… die Köpfe heulen und rollen, abgerissen … 
Nicht viel da, um Halt zu geben …

Was gibt es da zu fassen ausser Verlassenheit …

Die fahlen Schemen werden 
die Wunde nicht verbinden.

Sie sind Teil des schweren Atemstosses, 
ihn uns immer wieder auferlegend,

Die Spaltung dieses Bewusstseins in dem Augenblick,
da es Fleisch wurde …

Der Abgrund, 
Unberechenbar.

Christopher Middleton (1926-2015) Translation into German by Wolfgang Justen



Soprano I

I'm afraid I'm writing
with some not so great news,
but I wanted you to hear about it from me.
I noticed a firm area in my abdomen
and made a doctor's appointment to get it checked out.
They were pretty confident that it was 

a benign cyst of some sort ...

... unfortunately, the mass turned out to be malignant ...

… I was on the operating table for seven hours 
as they removed my ...

... good news … shows that the cancer has not spread ...
… my prognosis is very good.

… I am in fact quite lucky.
My mental state is actually pretty good.

The next few months won't be fun, 
but I will get through it ...

****

Soprano I

The heart's core cut ...

Soprano II

They are terrifying,
these mushrooms, the way they push up overnight,
… and you know they are feeding off decay,
That death is just below the surface,
just ...
and they grow so fast …

… I would go out into the night
as in a nightmare,
And rip them up, and scatter them,
with my bare hands,

But the death
would still be there.

V

Soprano I

… my cancer has come back …
I packed up my apartment … and moved back

to my mother’s house …
I’m still not sure what kind of treatment I’ll be having …
The doctors are uniformly confident
that they can put me back into remission …

I came home from the hospital after nine days …
… most of the time with a tube down my nose 

and into my stomach …

I’m trying to be patient.

Soprano II

… that death is just below the surface, just, 
and they grow so fast …
so fast …
night as in a nightmare,
And rip them up 
and scatter them, 
with my bare hands,

But the death 
would still be there.

II III

IV



Soprano II

When sleep won’t come
And your whole life howls
And words dive around like bats 
Feeding off the darkness …

In the dim room
He adjusts the beam, 
Projecting beams of light 
Like windowpanes …

Blue and white flower field
Of the hospital robe,
And all my living bones …

Soprano I

I just finished my fourth round …
… only two more to go ...

I hope we get a chance to visit soon,
but if it doesn’t work this time we can always find another … 
when I’m restored to health.

Soprano I

As for my news
I’m afraid it wasn’t very good.
I still have cancer in my body
despite the chemo …

… the motherfucking cells developed a resistance
to that type of chemo.

So I’m starting another type of clinical trial next week. 

Life sure has changed …

… one more round getting pumped with poisons. 

I’ve gotten used to the rhythm by now.

Life sure has changed … 
one more round …

Soprano II

A pale, dark sun,
A star too bright to look
The sky in pieces
The universe split in pieces 
And spreading like a stain.

VI VII

VIII

Soprano I

It’s scary, but there are a lot of drugs to try 
and my doctor is very smart.
… a lot of drugs to try …

I started to feel tired and feverish …
… a blood clot …
… six days in the hospital …
… to the emergency room …

Luckily I’m still in the trial.
… tired and feverish …
Luckily I’m still in the trial.

Soprano II

And still prodding under my arms 
My neck, my groin,
Hoping not to feel lumps …

Saw a pig drawn up by its hind legs … 

Hoping …

… under a stout tree
at the edge of town …
drawn up by its hind legs

… head soaked in blood …
… at the edge of town …

a dozen men around sliding out its entrails …

a dozen men … 
carving it up …

IX



X

Soprano I

I’m still exhausted …
But my doctor seems to think I’m responding well to the drug.
… the tumors hadn’t grown,
which is different from the progression she saw previously.

… just stop the motherfuckers.

One thing that helps me is to focus on the fact that 
it will get better.
… it will get better.

One thing that helps me is to focus on the fact that 
it will get better.

… they will fix you.

I’m responding well to the drug.

One thing that helps me is to focus …
… it will get better.

…the tumors hadn’t grown …

… it will end and they will fix you.

Soprano II

Violation of the body …
…Who will I have been …

This little crowd of strangers 
Who have taken my body 
with needles and knives

And then gone home …

This little crowd of strangers 
Who have taken my body
With needles and knives and then gone home …

This little crowd of strangers …
… taken my body
With needles and knives and then gone home 

And the bits of me, stashed away in freezers …

… taken my body …

With needles and knives …

… the bits of me

XI

Soprano I

… the CT scan I had last week
showed that the tumors grew …

… they took me off the trial drug and switched me to another … 

I had my first infusion today …
… so far so good.

It has a list of horrible side effects,
but I try not to focus on them too much because

I’m convinced I’ll call them into being 
with my anxiety.

It seems I’ve been getting nothing but bad news
for the last many months

 
and it’s … hard not to be frightened …

… it’s hard not to be frightened about the possibility 
that they 
won’t be able to stop these tumors.

But most of the time I’m pretty optimistic. 

We’ll know in a couple of months
whether the new drug is having 
any
effect.



XII

Soprano I

… it's dark, cold and snowy outside.

Soprano II

Sometimes as an antidote 
To fear of death,
I eat the stars …
To walk across the cobble fields 
Of our discarded skulls, …
Each … like a chrysalis,
Thinking: whatever left these husks 
Flew off on bright wings.

Soprano I

… I had a rather scary conversation with my oncologist …
I think she decided it was time for

a taking stock conversation …
She admitted for the first time that

she didn’t think I would ever be free of this disease.

… now … this is more about alleviating symptoms ...

I’m hoping the side effects won’t be too bad.

… do you have any hints for me?

Please drop me a line when you have a chance.

… and it’s hard not to be frightened. 
Life sure has changed hasn’t it?

Sorry not to get back to you right away.
I actually ended up in the hospital …

I started getting some pain in the joint between 
my torso and my right leg …

They thought I might be bleeding into a muscle in my leg.
It turns out that the pain is because the cancer has spread …

Soprano II

Blood roaring in your ears …
Nausea, swollen feet 
Like pregnancy,
But no child.

… Until we reach the threshold …
In me now.

These small cells lighting their fires … 
Thin air this blood …

The body betraying itself
Ravishing itself …

All that freshly turned earth
And nothing growing …

XIII



Soprano I

… would ever be free of this disease …

Now this is more about alleviating symptoms … 
I’m hoping the side effects won’t be too bad ...
It turns out that the pain is because the cancer has spread …
… Do you have any hints for me?

Please drop me a line when you have a chance.  

… and it’s hard not to be frightened … 
Life sure has changed hasn’t it? …

… it’s been a struggle to get back on my feet this week.

The chemo I had on Tuesday really knocked me down … 

During those days it’s always hard …

It turns out that the pain is because 
the cancer has spread.

Soprano II

What if they tell me that my time is up 
That I will never go again
Not even once
To the high peaks, to the seaside …
Yesterday walked … all along the beach.

Clear sky, turquoise sea …
… a dead cat washed up, 
Someone discreetly 
Covered it with a board …

Blood roaring in your ears …
Nausea, swollen feet 
Like pregnancy,
But no child.

And how in all this glory
Can it be a gene gone wrong? 
And why?
And didn’t my body know
I needed it 
For longer?
That I haven’t finished yet … ?
… all this glory …

Until we reach the threshold …
In me now.

We …

In me now …

These small cells lighting their fires … 
Thin air this blood …

What if they tell me that my time is up?

… how in all this glory …

The body betraying itself
Ravishing itself …

All that freshly turned earth …

Is there ever a time you’re ready
To lay it down to stop all the singing and dancing?

XIV



11

Soprano I

I’m doing OK, still tired.
My appetite is good, but I still don’t manage

to gain weight.

… it’s hard not to be frightened about
the possibility that they won’t be able to stop

these tumors.

I still don’t manage to gain weight … 

My hair looks like shit …

… still tired.

Soprano II

He stands there speaking without love 
Of theories where, in that democracy 
Of this universe, or that,
There could be legislators
Who ordain trajectories for falling bodies … 

My sureness falters …

Are you afraid to die?

… midwinter squirrels falling frozen out of trees …

… asking what it is they kill there in that landscape …
an X for every individual …

XV

Soprano I

I really feel like I need sunshine and heat, 
the kind of heat that warms your bones.

I’ve been having trouble keeping food down lately,
and my doctor decided that I needed to be admitted 

into the hospital in order to have some tests done.

I hate the hospital …
but I listened to her and went in.

They did a series of tests and found that I have 
a partial blockage in my small intestine.

There’s not much they can do about it
except to have me be careful about what and how much I eat. 

Have I said how much it sucks to have cancer?!

I still don’t manage to gain weight …

I really feel like I need sunshine and heat, the kind of heat that 
warms your bones.

Soprano II

… the bird flies into the window, crack, and falls
stunned onto the patio,
its red throat thrown back in a kind of ecstasy,
in a kind of posture that says ‘take me,’
to the sky, to the sun,
and a small drop of blood grows at the corner of its
beak …

I pick up the bird and carry it to the edge of the woods 
so impenetrable there is no simple walking in,
there is a kind of peace in dropping its small body into 
a thicket,
making sure it reaches the earth,
and covering it with the dead leaves that have lain all 
winter underneath the snow ...

XVI



The kind of heat
that warms your bones.

It’s dark, cold and snowy outside.

So that’s what’s new with me …

… it’s kind of hard not to be frightened …

Sometimes as an antidote 
To fear of death,
I eat the stars …
To walk across the cobble fields 
Of our discarded skulls,
Each like a chrysalis,
Thinking: what ever left these husks
Flew off on bright wings …

Boiling with light, 
Towards the sharp 
night …

Mary Harris O'Reilly
(1964-2009)

Rebecca Elson
(1960-1999)
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